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Abstract. ,i.C. Shaw has introduced the concept of the flow expression which is an extended 
regular expression and state several results with some conjectures. His conjecture that the flow 
expressions define context-sensitive languages has been answered negatively by two of the present 
authors, that is, the flow languages are recursively enumerable. 
In this paper, it is shown that flow languages for some restricted class of flow expressions are 
equivalent o Petri net languages. Some related decision problems for flow expressions are also 
discussed. 
1. Introduction 
Flow expressIcns introduced by Shaw [6] are extended regular expressions to 
describe concurrencies, synchronization and cyclic activities. Flow languages are 
defined as languages which are denoted by flow expressions under the restrictions 
imposed by synchronization mechanisms. The following results have been shown on 
the formal descriptive power of flow expressions. 
(1) Flow languages for flow expressions excluding the @ operator are regular [(il.% 
(2) The equivalence probl:m for flow expressions is undecidable in gener%i [I]. 
(3) Flow languages are ret vlrsively enumerable in general [2]. 
In this paper, we show that flow languages for some restricted class of flow 
expressions are equivalent to Petri net languages. Some related decision problems 
for flow expressions and closure properties of the class of flow languages are also 
discussed. 
2. Plow expressions 
In this section, the definitions of flow expressions and flow langzsages are presen- 
ted. In [6], a cyclic operator 00 is introduced, but the following discussion can be done 
* This paper is based cn the authors’ paper [4]. 
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without it. This exclusion of the cyclic operator leads to somewhat simpler discussion 
because the operator produces infinite strings. 
For a set 2, let C* denote the set of all finite strings composed of symbols of C 
including the empty string A whose length is zero. For _B c Z, let hn k :: a homomor- 
phism from X* to R* sach that hn(a) = a for a E IZ’ and h&a) = A *‘or a& II. This 
‘pick-up’ homomorphism will be used frequently in the following. 
Let C be a finite set of atomic symbols, r = {I[,]*, 2[,]2, . . . 9 m[ Jm j a finite set of 
lock symbols, and 0 = (al, ~1, (~2, ~2, . . . , on, w,} a finite set of wait/signal symbols, 
whereZnr=SnO={ }‘. 
rules2 
Row exjlres+ons over X, r and 0 are constructed by the following 
(1) each a E C u 0, A and 4 are flow expressions; 
(2) if S and S’ are flop expressions, then (S), SS’, S + S’, S”, S 0 S’ and So are 
flow expressions; 
(3) if S is a flow expression and k[,]k is a pair of lock symbols in IT, then k[S]k is a 
flow expression. 
The class of flow expressions is denoted by FE. 
For a flow expression S, we define S’ and So’ as follows: 
(I) SO=& 
(2) S’ = SiWIS for i Xl, 
(3) so0 = A, 
(4) SO’ = Soi-lOS for i > 0. 
Definition 2.2. The language i&S), which imposes no interpretation on the lock 
and wait/signal symbols, are defined as follows: 
(1) ? (2) 
5 (3) 
(4) 
(3 
(t6) 
(7) 
00 
(9) 
i,(a)={a}for aEZiulbf2, 
&d(S)) = &E(S), 
&(SS’) = (xy 1 x E i,(S) and y E &&I)), 
Z,(S + S’) = {X 1 x E I&(S) or x E Z&S’)}, 
&(s*) = CiE, &(S), 
iFE(SOS’) = hYlRY2 ’ ’ ’ m&c jxlxz ‘* ’ ’ xk 6 i&s) and 
LE(S’)13, 
y1y2 l l l Yk E 
L&P) = u;, &i&@i)4. 
! The empty set is denoted by { }. 
2 In [a], operator symbol u is used instead of operator symbol + . 
3 The 0 and 0 operatm are called shuffle and its closure, respectively. It is said that xly&y~ l l l XkYk 
is obtained by shuffling x1x2 * * - & and y1y2 . l l yk. 
4 S” is called the i-fold shuffle of S. 
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.3. Flow expressions S lo& and Ssignsl are defined a6 follows: 
S lock= (I[ ]1)*0(2[ ]2)*@’ ’ l %I[ lm)“, 
3 h’ signal = (qo* +al)*Q(Cr*w2+Clr2)*Oe l ‘Q(QnO, +a,)*. 
Definition 2.4. The language L&S), which is the flow language denoted by S, are 
obtained from &(S) by applying the restrictions imposed by the lock and 
wait/signal symbols as follows: 
kFE(S) =(X1X* l l ’ X& 12 = XlylXzy2 l ’ l X&Yk ELFE(S), Xi E 25”s yi E (r U a)*, 
and ‘~1~2 ’ ’ ’ Yk E &(Slock~ &gnal)) 
= {b (2) 12 E L&O, hr b ) E &&ock) and hn (2 ) E ~d&gnadI* 
The class of flow languages is denoted by 9’r~. 
Example 2.1. Let S = (aul)*(t&)*O(w&@, where C = {a, b), r = ( } and SE = 
1~1, ~1, fl2,02& Then, 
E&S) = (A., fl~~‘1w1(71,OltT2 w b ault_tblu2m2b, aulaulolu2ti26, 2 , 
au1w1u2tiJ2bW1u2~2b, ac-,~~laalwlu2w2bu2026, l * l} 
and 
=: (A, a, ab, a’b, a2b2, 9 9 8) 
=(a”b”~m~n~O}, 
In this example oluzuzb E f&S), but b = h&lu2wz.b) & L&S) because 
hn(mlu2&) = 01~~~2 g zrE(Ssignat)* 
Though the lock symbols can be simulated with the wait/signal symbols, we use 
them for simplicity and readability. 
The following results are shown on the formal descriptive power of flow expres- 
sions (excluding the 0~ operator). 
Theorem 2.1 [6]* If S is a flow expression without the @ operator, then L&S) is a 
regular set. 
Theorem 2.2 [Z]. & is recursively enumerable. 
The flow expression used in the proof of Theorem 2.2 contains the form 
(s&$)*. Since L&(&S%&)*) = Lk #S ‘t lut&)* 0 (d&~~)@), the proof of 
Theorem 2.2 holds for the flow expression containing the form (S&S~)@, that is, 
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subexpression with @-heights of 2. Therefore we consider two subclasses of 
flow expressions in this paper. . 
&Won 2.5. Let FE’ be the class of flow expressions uch that an; of two forms 
(S&S3)* and (S&&)@ are not contained. Let FE” be the class of fk w expressions 
such that any of four forms (&SW*, (S&&P, (S&&)* and (S&$)@ are not 
contained, that is, the * operator and the @ operator must not be neAted. 
Definition 2.6. Let Z’& and .5?& be the classes of flow languages for flow expres- 
sions in FE’ and FE”, respectively. 
Then it is clear that 9ii: _ c .5&. As a summary of flow expressions, we define three 
classes of flow expressions more precisely by using the BNF-notatk as follows: 
(1) FE: S --, (S)lS +S 1 S l SIS*lt:OSISOlk[S]kla, 
(2) FE’: S + (S)lS+S/S l sjSGSj@]$‘@IT, 
T ---) (T)IT+ TIT -gT”ITO TJk[T]&z, 
(3) FE”: S + (S)(S+SIS l SIs@&[S]#‘*!T@IT, 
T + (T)(T+ TIT l TITaT/k[T]kla, 
where a E C u n u {A, (b} and k[,]k is a pair of lock symbols in I’: 
In writing a Wow expression, :-:z zan omit many parentheses because we assume 
that @ and y have higher precedence than 9 and that. has higher precedence than 0 
and + . Note that the l operator is omitted in Definition 2.1 for simplicity. 
In this section, the definitions of Petri nets and Petri net languages [3] are 
presented. Let N and iYi” denote the set of nonnegative integers and the set of 
n -dimensional vectors over I’+!, respectively. 
Definition 3.1, A Petri net .N = (I”, T, F, B) consists of the following: 
(1) a finite set of places, P = {pi, p2, . . . , pl}, 
(2) a finite set of transitions, T = {tl, t2, . . . , t,}, 
(3) a forwards incidence function J”: which is a mapping from P X T to N, 
(4) a backwards incidence fulmction B, which is a mapping from T X P to N. 
F( pi, ?I) means that there are F( pi, tj) edges from the place pi to tlb= transition ti and 
B(ti, pi) means that there are B (ti, pii) edges he transition tj to the place pi. In 
what follows, we USC: vector notations F(ti) an (ti) for simpkity, where 
F($) = (F(PI, ti3v F(p2, t/h l l l 9 F(pt, ai)) E N’, 
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and 
Wjl= Wj, ~11, Wj, p2), . . .p Nj, PIN E t@. 
A marking M is a mapping from P to fV and represented by an I-dimensional 
vector whose ith component is M(pi). A transition t of Petri net N is said to be firable 
at marking M if and only if M Z= F(t), that is, M( pi) 2 F(pi, t) for every pi E P. A firing 
of transition t leads to marking M’ = M - F(t) + B(t) and we write M + h M’. 
Definition 3.2. A firing sequence from marking M to marking M’ is a string 7t 
defined recursively as follows: M -+G M’ if and only if there exists a marking M” such 
that M +M” and M” +k M’ where r E T* and t E T, and M -+h M for the empty 
string A. 
If there is a firing sequence r such that M +M’, then marking M’ is said to be 
reachable from marking M. 
Definition 3.3. For a Petri net N and two markings M and M’, the set of firing 
sequences from M to M’ is defined as follows: 
T(N, M, M’) = (7 1 M + M’}. 
Definition 3.4. A labelled Petri net N’ = (N, MO, Mf, A, A) over an alphabet A is a 
Petri net N = (P, T, F, B) together with two markings MO and Mf and a labelling 
function A. The Zabelling function is a mapping from T to A u {A} such that 
A(Tt)=A(r)A(t) and A(h)=A where TE T* and tE T. 
Definition 3.5. A Petri net language LEN is defined as follows: 
L&N’) = (C lu = A(T) and r E T(N, MO, Mf)}. 
The class of Petri net languages are denoted by 9&‘. 
In the Section 4, it will be shown that 2ZbN c LZ& and it will be shown in the Section 
5 that ,LZ& :I L?&. These results lead to the main results in the Section 6. 
. The proof of .f& G At’& 
In this section, it will be shown that for a given labelled Petri net Iv’ there is a flow 
expression SN E FE” such that I;&&) = LEN. 
, 
, ’ 
Definition 4.1 (Construction of 
Petri net N’ = W, MO, ML A, A > 
’ In [33,2’~ is used instead of Z’bN. 
a flow expression & in FE”). Given a labelled 
where N = (P, T, F, B), the flow expression SN is 
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constructed as follows: 
(1) Let c = A, r = {[,I} and 0 = {Uitk, @if&, CQbk, & -is/s -kG2)* that is* 
for each place pi E P we have four pairs of wait/signal symbols. 
(2) For each place pi E P and each transition tj e T, let 
and 
s;= ([aibl][oib21)B’ri.Pi), 
A, 
if B(tj, pi) # 0% 
otherwise. 
(3) F~A :ach transition tj E T, let 
where n (tj) is 3 laL?l of tk 
(4) For the initial marking MO, le! 
SO = ([~lbl][~lb2])Mo’p1)([~2bl][~2b2]~M0’p2’ l l l ([fl~bl][~lb2])““‘” 
with ([~~bl][~ib&Mo’“i’ = A if MO{ pi) = 0, 
(5) For a marking M, let 
Sl(M3 = (Cm11Cwf*l~ M’P”([~*f2][ozf~])M’P2) ’ l ’ ([mfll[on21Y’pf’ 
with ([~~fl][wiJ)“‘pi’ = A if M( pi) = 0. Especially, for the final marking Mf, let 
Sr = Sl Wfh 
(6) Let Sh = So& + St2 + l l ’ + Sty)*& and 
& = ([@lbl~lb2][@lfl~lf2] +‘[@Zbl~2b2][~2f1~2f2] + ’ l ’ + lolblu,b2][W,flu~tZDO* 
(7) Let SN = SLOSH. 
Note that the expression SN constructed so far is in the class FE”. 
Example 4.1. Consider J labelled Petri net N’ = (N, MO, Mf, A, /a) where N = 
P, T F, B) witk P = {PI, ~21, T = {h, td, F(pl, td =F(p2, f2) = Bh ~2) = 
B(t2, pl) = 1, F(pl, t2) =F(p2, tlj = B(tl, pi) = B(t2, p2) =0 as shown in Fig. 1, and 
MO = (1, O), Mt = (0, l), A = {a, b}, A@,) = a, A(t2) = 6. By Definition 3.5, it is clear 
that 
Lpnr(N”) = Ia(ba)*I 
-.vhere lRI denotes the reguJar set represented by regu!ar expression R. 
By Definition 4.1, we have the following flow expression SN. 
(1) 2 = Ia, b), r J U}, fi = { fllfl, wlfl, ulbl, mlbl, olf2, @lf2, ulb29 @lb29 
u2fl, @2fl, c2b1, UZbl, u2f2, 02f2, u’2b2, @2b2), 
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(2) 
(3) 
(4 
(5) 
(W 
(7) 
I A(t,) = b Mf = (0,l) 
Fig. 1. Labelled Petri net N’ for Example 4.1. 
SL = [~If11[wf21, SC2 = [~2flP~2f21, 
Sri2 = [a2bl][@2b21, s,“, = hbl][~lb2], 
6 = SC1 =sr1 = s,“, = A, 
St, = s&s& [n oxw&:: = [Ulfl][~lf?][a][~2bl][@2b2]9 
St2 = SE&2 [A (t2)ls~lszsz = [~2fl][~2f2][%hlbl]hb2]* 
s() = ([~lt&hb2])‘([~2bI::i32b21)0 = [fllblhb2]* 
Sf = Sl(Mf) = (~ultl][olrz])0([u2f11[02t21)1 = ~umlb2r~l~ 
S;, = [~lbl][~1~2]([~lfl][~lf2][a][~2bl][~2b2] 
+ [U2f 11[~2f21[~1[ ulbl][@lb2])*[u2fl][W-2], 
SC = (~~lbl~lb2]t~lfl~lf2] + [@Zblfl2b2][W2fl~2f2])@* 
S,=S~OS,. 
Then it holds that L&SN) = L&V’) = la[ba)*l. For example, a E LFEfSN) becapase 
for a string 
we h.ave ha(r) E 2 m (S *ignel), hr(z) E &&,c~) and hi :=: a. Eawever, b@ L&SN)~ 
This! can be shown as foOiows: If b E LFE(SN), then z with /Y,(Z) = b should belong to 
&&OS,), where z’ = [~lbl]~~lb2][~2fl][~2f2][~][~lbl~[~lb2][~2~~][~2f2]* Since 
hz (z ) E &dS signal , uZf2 must appear before uZf2 in z. Then k&l must also appear in z 1 
by the definition of SC. But since (r2bl cannot appear in z’ {and &J&C), OZbl cannot 
be preceded by u2blV which contradicts he requirement that ha(z) +I Lm(Ssignal). 
For the flow expression S”*,J constructed from the Petri net N’, we nave LFE(S.V! = 
LPN(N’). Informal explanation will be given here. By the zonstruc!ion (Definition 
4.0, 
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(i) the number of [gifl][Wrz] in Si is equal to F(p, $), 
(ii) the number of [uibl][miJ in St: is equal to B($, PA 
(iii) the number of [gibr][aib2] in So is equal to 1wcJ(pij, 
(iv) the number of [gifl][wif2] in Sr is equal to Mr(pi)* 
Hence, 
(v) the numb&r of [gibl][tiiJ minus the number of ;.Tifr][Wfz] in 
sOs,Is,z l l l Srjm E iFE(So(S,, + St, +a 9 l + St,)*) is equal to 
lw(pi) = Mo(pi) + ? (B(tjk, pi) -F(pi, tjk)), 
k=l 
where M is the marking reached from the initial marking A& through a firing 
sequence tjltjz l * 9 tj,,, which is not necessarily valid. Furthermore, (the number of 
[aib;][wibz] in Z) = (the number of [aifl][oifJ in Z) far z = SoS+1Stj2 l l StjmSl(M), 
where S(M) is defined in Definition 4.1(5). 
(vi) If the firing sequence cy = tit tjz l * l tj,,, is valid, then it holds t&%1 
Mo(pi)-F(pi, tj,)+ i (B(tjk, Pi)-F(Pi, tjk+,))aO for O~S<M* 
k=l 
‘That is, 
(the number of [cibi][ w b2 in z) 2 (the number Of [Vifi][WifJ in 2) i ] 
for every 2 = S&i,Stjz l l 9 S,j, *S’, where S’ is a proper prefix Sf&& l * Scn of 
Otherwise, there exist a prefix z’ of S&j,Stj2 l l l Stjm such that 
. (the number Of [gibl][ wib2] in z’) < (the number Of [Oifr][WifZ] in 2’). 
However, 
(vii) for any u E &.&j the number of [WiblcibZ] in U iS equal t0 that Of [6 Bif@‘&l in 
u and for every prefix u’ of u the number csf [oibr@ib2] in u’ is equal to or greater than 
that of [wiflaifz] in u’. 
Hence, 
(viii) for any t E &<s,) it holds that h&j E L&SN) if and only if hr”n(r)~ 
L1Fn(SrockOSsignal) if nd Only if [&ibta;‘b2] (Or [U~f~CQfz]) exists between [vibr] and 
[m&2] (Or [Girl] and [@if*]) and vice Versa. 
Therefore, for any sequence CY = tjltjz l l l tj, of transitions, MO + k Mf if and only if 
there is a string 
2 E ~,,(s,stjl~tj2~ l l StjmSf OS,! c &s~O&) , 
such that h~(z j = A(a), where Sr = &(Mfj. The complete proof is now given. 
Bn this section, the following notations are used for simplicity. 
. (1) @ and 6 denote [u-] and [w], respectively. 
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(2) Let S*(a) z S*SI,1S,2 ’ l l Stilt for Cy = til tiz ’ ’ 
in Definition 4.1 (4) and (3). 
l tih, where So and Stij are defined 
(3) Let S(rw, M) = SO(cu)S1(A4), where S&M) Is defined in Definition 4.1(5). 
Then it is c!ear that &(S(q IL&)) C_ i&Sk) for cy E T*. 
Definition 4 L!!. For two strings QI and p, let # (a, /3) denote the number of @ in O. In 
the following usage of this notation, p will not overlap with other p in cy, so this 
notation is well defined. 
Definition 4.3. For strings 7, ai and /?i (i = 1,2, . . z , I), kt R (7; Pi/ai: i = 
192 P l ’ l 9 0 OF NY; Plh, P2b2, l l 9 9 &/al) be the string such that ai in y is 
replaced by pi for each i. 
By the definitions of S(a, M) and SC, the following propositions hold. 
Proposition 4.1. Symbols uibl, v&2, Oifl and Qif2 are not containetd in S(cu, M), 61a;sd 
symbols a&l, @ib2, Uifl and Oif2 are contained in S6\a, M) and their occurrences alwa:vs 
take the fOtWl Of eib1&2 and tFiflGif2. 
Proposition 4.2. If z E &SC) and h=(t) E &S~oc~), then for each i (1 s i s I) 
(i) cibl, m&2, Cifi and Oif2 are not contained iI1 2, 
(ii) uibl, czb2, @ifI and Uifs are contained in ;I and their occurrences always take the 
form Of [OiblcibZ] and CWflaif2Is 
(iii) # (2, [@lblaibZ]) = # (G ENfl@f2]), and 
(iv) # (& [@i!yluib2]) a # (& [@ifluif2]) for every p$x s of 2. 
Conversely, if (iii) and (iv) above hold for z, then h&z) E I?&&) and hr(hn (2)) E 
~~&,~~) where lI = {[ ~ibl~~ib2], [Wflaifd I 1 s 1’ s O* 
z = R(S(a, M); b;ibl[oibl~~ib2]6ib2/@ittL&b2, *ifl[~ifluif&if2!@ifl~if2: 
i = 1,2, . . . ,111. 
Pmposition 4.4. There is a ,.%g z E &(S(U, M)O&) such t%at hr&z) E 
tFE(Slock 0 Ssignel), if and ortly if 
# (S(tu, M), &l&2) = #($(a, M), @iflGifz) and # (S, 5iblGib2) 2 # (S, JiflGd 
for every prefix s of S(GY, M). 
Proof. Suppose that P E &(S(a, M) 0s~) and hj-,&) E LFE(Slock EjSsignal)* The!11 
by Proposition 4.3 
z = R(S(a, M); ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (fifl[@ifl@if2]&f2/(3;‘flCSif2: 
i= 1,2,. . . , II. 
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Let z'=h&) where U={[ e)ibl~J, [oiflgifJI 1 s J s I}. Then it is clear that Z’ E 
~,,(s,,) and h&‘) E &&,ck)m By Preposition 4.2, 
# (Z’, [OibLoib2]) = #(z’, [Wfl~if21) and 
# (S, [WiblCTibZ]) a # (S, [Wflaibzl) 
for every prefix s of z’. Therefore by Proposition 4.1, 
# (S(CY, M), &bl&2) = tfc(S(a, M), (7iflh) and 
# (& ciblGib2) 2 # (S, eiflGf2) 
for every prefix s of S(a, M). 
Suppose that 
# (S(a, AW, *ibl&b2) = #(S(a, M), ciflhf2) and 
# (s, siblhb2) a # ($9 4fl4f2) 
for every prefix s of S(a, M). Let 
z = R(S(a, M); ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 6ifl[ iflflif2?r-f,if2/~ifle3if2: 
i = 1,2, . . . , 1). 
BY the assumption and Proposition 4.2, it follows that hr; {Z)E L&SC) and 
h&z&)) E k&&J where n := (1 @ibloibZ], [oiflUif2] 11 s i s I}, ShCe S ‘a, M) does 
not contain [aiblgib2] and [oiflaif2]. Therefore Z E &#(a, M )O h&)) !Z 
&(S(a, M) 0 SC). By Proposition 4.1, it is clear that hr&t) E i,,<S~~,QS~i&. 
Lemraa 4.5, If MO +g M, then A(a) E L&S(a, M)QS& 
roof. We use the structural induction on a. Consider the case of a = A. Then it 
should be proven that A E L&i(h, MO) OS&. 
S(h, MO) = (d~~~~~~~)~6~p1~(~~~~~~~~~)MO~p2~ l ’ * (6,b1&Q)M0(p1) 
(~lflrS1f2)“o(pl)(~2fli’j2f2)~o’P2) ’ ’ l (iF&i&‘ocp~). 
Let 
z = R(S(J, M () , (?lbl[Cl~iblCTib2]~1b2/CSibl~~ib2, ~~fl[OiflOjf2]~ff2/~ifl~if2: * 
i = 1,2,. . . ,I). 
Then it is clear that z E &(S(A, MO) 0 SC) and hrun (z) E LFE(Slack O &ml)* There- 
fore, by the definition of L FE, Its(z) E LFE(S(A, M&3&) where hr(t) = A. That is, 
the lemma holds for a = A. 
Consider the case of a = /?t such that MO +a M -&Ml where /3 E T* and t 6 r 
By the induction hypothesis, 
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This implies that there exists a string z such that 
(1) 
kruR (2) E ~FE(S*oclt 0 Ssigned9 (2) 
and 
k(z) = fW)* 
Then, from (l), (2) and Proposition 4.4, 
# (S(& M), eibl&2) = #(SW, W, *ifl&tz) 
(3) 
44) 
for i = 1,2,. . . , I, and 
# ($9 @ibl&b2) a *(Ss f%fl&f2) (3 
for every prefix s of S(p, M) and i = 1,2, . . . ,I. 
First, we show that # (S(a, Ml), diiblGib2) =#(S(CU, Ml), cifl&2)# 3nce S(p, jg) = 
so@Oww~ 
#(SO(@), &bl&b2)- #(SO(@), hGf2)” 
= I # w% M), &bl&b2) - #(S(& M), ~iflh)I 
- [ # (Sl(M), @ibl&b2) - #(SlUW, @itl&dI 
SO-[O-M(pi)] (by (4) and definition) 
= M(pi)* (6) 
Since S(a, Ml) = SO(/~)SMK), 
# (S(~Y, MI), &f&2) - # (St& MI), h&d=4 
= I%wo(P)s &1&Q) - #(SO@), @ifl&fdI 
+ [ # (Sb &b1&2) -* #(St, h&dI 
+ [ # (&(MI), &b&&2) - #(SdMd, h&z)] 
z MQi) (by (6)) 
+ l?W, pi) -F(pi, t)] (by definition) 
+ lo -.Ml(Pi)I (by definition) 
=M(pi)+B(t,pi)-F(pi, ~)-MI(P) 
= 0. (because M -L Ml implies that Ml( pi) = M (pi) 0 F(pi, t) + Wt, Pi)) 
N 
Therefore, 
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Next, we show that #(s, tFibl&z) 2 #(s, &n&d for every prefix s of S(a, MI). 
Since S&!) is a prefix of S(/3, M), by (5) 
for twery prefix s of SO(~). Since 
St = (&fl&f2b F(P,*r)(~2fI~2f2)F(P2,t). . . gjlfl&jlf2) FW[/qt)] 
(ijlbl~lb2)3(c~P1)(~2blC32b2) 
BkP,) . . 
’ (6&&%2) 
B0.q) 
and M( pi) a F( pi, t), by (6) and (g), for every prefix s of So(P)& 
Therefore for every prefix s of Sfcu, Ml) and i = 1,2, . . . , l, 
# (s, eiblGb2) a #(S, 17irlGf2) W) 
because (T), S((Y, Ml) = S@)S&(M1) and S&M) does not contain eibl&2- 
By (?), (IO) and Proposition 4.4, there is a string z’ E I.&(S(ar, .M&W& such that 
iz,~“& ‘) E L&S lOcka Ssig&* Thus h#) E L&S(q Ml) 0 Sl,) . Since SC contains 
no element in 2, 
hz(z’) = MS(a, MN = MSo(P)W_(M)) = A (BMW = A(a). 
Therefore A(cu) E L&S(a, Ml)G SC). 
book Fk any w E LpN(N’ ), there is a firing sequence cyr such that MO -**NM and 
A(cu) = w. By Lemma 4.5, w = A(a) E L&S(a, Mf)OS& Since &(S(cy, Mr)i E 
&Sk), it holds that ~&(S((Y, Mfj 3 SC) G LFE(S;V. 0 SC) = LF&& Therefore 
I%’ ELFE(&)~ 
‘Lennma 4,7. If u E LFE(S(CU, M) 0 SC), then #(SO(~), @iblGib:!‘* # (So(U), 
fiiflG;fz) = M(pi) for each pi in P, MO 3% M and u = A(a) z hz(S&)). 
Proof. Suppose that u E LFE(S(CY, M)O&). Then there exists a string z such that 
z E &(S@Y, M)O&), (1) 
hrun(Z) E ~FE(&ck@&gnad, 
-*L. 
(2) 
and 
U = rsz(r). (3) 
By (I), (2) iand Proposition 4.4, it holds thlilt for every prefix Y of S(a, M) and 
i=l,2 ,..., l, 
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Let cy = &Jko l l l fk,, with tk,,,E T(lsmsrvl) and let q=tkItk,,* l l tki (ls:;‘sn) and 
CYQ =A. Then the fcllowing proposition holds. 
). For 0 ~j 6 n, there is a marking Mj such that MO *2Mj and 
for each pi in P, and it holds that A(q) = hs(So(aj)). 
We shall prove the proposition (PA) by using the induction on j. Consider the case 
Of j = 0. Then a() = A and So(h) = (Cflbl&&)Mo(L ‘)(+2b1(32b2)Mo(P2) l e l (&b161b2)Mo(p’). 
Therefore it is clear that Ma ->% MO, # (Sot A 1, &bl&bt) - # (&(A 1, h&2) = Md pi) 
for each pi in P, and /I(A) = hr(So(A)). 
Consider the case of j = m. Let v = &(~,&Sx.,S~~, l l l Si”,,, where 
S&,S L, l 8 l S$,, is a prefix of Stk as defined in Definition 4.1(3). Then v is a prefix 
of S(a, M) = &(a)&(M). For thi; v, (4) implies that for each pi in P 
= #(&(a,-I), @;‘b:6ib2) - #(&(a,,-,>, Gifl&) - #(SZ,, (fif:Gd 
(because Sffk,(h # i) does not contain @ibl6&2 and *iflGifz) 
= Mm-l(pi) -F(pi, tk,) 
(by the induction hypothesis and the definition of Sz,,,) 
(5) 
That is, Mm--l(pi) a F(pi, tkq) for each pi in P. This ensures that tk, is firable at the 
marking M,-l and M,-l +krn M, where 
Mn(piS = Mm-l(pi) -F(Pis tk, ) + B(tk,, pi) for each pi in P. 
Therefore MO -*2 M, by the induction hypothesis. 
Consider a prefix 
d= SO(&) = ~[~(t,,)]s~mls~m2 ’ l l sfm, 
of S(a, M). Then 
= #(V, 8&l&2) - #(VJ (S;‘fl&2) + #(sf,,,i, cibleib2) 
(because Sfd(j # i) does not contain Gib16ib2 and @ifI&& 
=Mn-~(pi)-F(pi, tit,,,)+B(fk,n Pi) 
(by (5) and the definition of Sf m i) 
= (Pi)* 
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Furthermore, it is clear that 
n(a,) = A&n-dA(t& = hrCSob-dM(td = hrISo(d) 
lby the induction hypothesis. This completes the proof of proposition (PA). 
Since CY = an, by (PA), there is a marking M = M, such that : 40 +QN M and 
# (SO(~), @ibl&b2) - # (S 0 a , Sin&) = M(pi) for each pi in P. Furthermore, it( ) 
Iholds that 
u = h=(z) (by (3)) 
= hz(S+o(a)S1(M)) 
= MSo(d) (by thz definition of $(M)) 
Lemma 4.8. If w E L&S&, then w E L&N’). 
#%oof. For any w E &(SN), thert is a string z such that z E f&S(a, Mt)O&) C_ 
&@~OSc) for some QT, h=(z) = w and h=~n(r)~~~~(S*~ltOSsi~ol). That is, 
w E LFE(S(a, Mt)O&). Ry Lemma 4.7, MO 4; Mf and A(a) = W. Therefore w E 
Lpn(N’). 
By Lemmas 4.6 and 4.8, we have the following theorem. 
5. The proof of .Y$, E 
In this section, it will be shown that for a given flow expression SE FE’ there is a 
l&belled Petri net Ns such that L&Ns) = L&S). 
Definition 5.1. Given a flow expression S6, the labelled Petri net N$ = 
(Ns, MO, Mf, 4, A) (where Ns = (P, T, F, B)) is constructed as follows: 
(1) Let A = C. Initially let P = T = { }. 
(2) For each J,lk in r, add P(J) and I to P. For each af, tii in a, add p(pi) and 
p(Oi) t0 Pm 
(3) For the given flow expression Sy it is possible to define a sequence of 
subexpressions of S, S = &, SZ, . . . , & such that 
(i) S = S,,, and 
(ii) each Si (i = 1,2, . . . , n) is one of the following forms: 
6 We assume that S does not contain q5 because it is easy to convert a ibw expression S’ such 
that c&S’) ic{ ) and S’ contains & into a flow expression S such that l&(S) = &&F’) and S does not 
wntain 4. 
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(a) Si=a for afz2Cu~ui2u{A},or 
(b) Si = (S,), S&,, Sg + Sh, Sz, Sg OSh, SF, JSJk for SB, St, in S with g, kt < i 
and kid& E r 
‘I’his equence may be considered to correspond to a bottom-up arse of S. In what 
follows, a construction ofa sequence of Petri nets Ns,, N,, . . . , Ns, will be shown. 
LetAbeamappingfromTtoXuru12u{A}. 
Let j represent the jth application of (i)-(x) and a Petri net N& will be constructed 
corresponding tothe subexpression SkPlaces ~pr, and po, will be used as the entrance 
place of Nsr and the exit place of Ns,, respectively. 
(ii:, Sj = a E C u(A) (Fig. 2): Add prj and po, to P, and add tin to T. Let 
A(tj,)= A(t,l)= a. 
pI pO 
3 ii 
“31 
A(tjl)=ff(tjl)= a 
Fig. 2. NsJ where Si = a E 2 u (A). 
(ii) Sj = vi ~0 (Fig. 3): Add pri and poj to P, and add tja and $2 to T Let 
A(t,l) = A(tj2) = A and A(tjl) = R(t& = Cri- 
t 
j2 
Fig. 3. Ns, where Si = Ui E 0. 
(iii) S1 = oi E lil (Pig. 4): Add prI and po, to P, and add til to T. Let A@) = A and 
&I) = 01. 
(iv) S’ = (S& There is nothing else than plj = gro and po, = PO,* 
(v) Sj = S$h (Fig. 5): Add pr, and po, to P, and add tii (1 s i s 3) to r Let 
A(t) = R(t) = A for every new transitions t. 
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A&l) = A 
i(tjl) = Oi 
Fig. 4. IV, where Si = rui E a. 
A(t@)=R(tji)=A for lGiG3 
Fig. 5. h$, where Si = S&&. 
(vi) Sj = SE + Sh (Fig. 6): Add pi, and PI, to P, and add tii (1 s i s 4) to T. Let 
A(t) = A(t) = A for every new transitions t. 
A(t#)=R(t,)-A for lGiS4 
Fig. 6. Ns, where Si = Sp + S,,, 
(vii) Si = Sz (Fig. 7): Add plI and po, to‘ P, and add t-4 (1 G i s 4) to l’! Le$ 
.d{t) = A(t) = h for every new transitions t.
(viii) Si = Sg @Sk (Fig. 8): Add ~1;~‘ and ~0~ to P, and add tjl and $2 to T, Let 
.A (1) = R(t) = A for every new trarrsitions t. 
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PI 
3 
pO 
3 
A(fji)=R(tji)=A for lSiS4 
Fig. 7. Nsi where Sj = St. 
pO 
j 
A(tji)=R(tji)=h for 1 siG2 
Fig. 8. A$, where Sj = Se OS,,. 
(ix) Si = Sr (Fig. 9): Add pr,, PO,, pil, ~92 and PC, to P, and add tji (1 c i s 7) to 7’. 
Let A(t) = A(t) = A for every new transitions t.For every transitions f in Petri net Ns,, 
place pq is connected as shown in Fig. 9. 
(x) S, = JSJk (Fig. 10): Add pii and PO, to P, and add tjl and bi2 to T. Let 
A(til) k A&z) = & &,I) = k[ and &QZ) = ]k. 
(4) Let Ns be the Petri net which is constructed by (3) and which is augmented by 
adding two places p start and pend and transil:ions a  shown in Fig. 11. Let ~4 (t) = A(t) = 
X fbr ,every- n;edr t ansitmions t. 
(5)~ I&:&S,, -lx+ 8: marking such that I&( pstafl) = 1, Mo(p(qi)) = 1 for each ci E 0, 
Mo( p(k[)) * 1 fdr each k[ E r and Ma( pi) = 0 for every bther place pi, and let 
marking such that Mf( p=nd) = 1 and Mf( pi) = 0 for every place pi( pi # pend)* 
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A(tji)=A(t,)=h for 1 sie7 
The place pc, is cccr nnected with 
every transition t in N&. 
(F(pc,, t) = BU, pc$ = 1) 
Fig. 9. Nsj where Sj = Sf). 
P(J) 
P( I,) A(t,J = A(fi2) = A 
&tj,> = k[r &t”,) = I&* 
Fig. 10. Ns, where Si = &‘Jk. 
The construction ofa labelled Petri net from a given flow expression issimilar to 
that of a finite automaton from a given regular expression. However, there are 
E :veral diff erencec s 
(a) In the case @ii) Si = Sg O& #[Fig. 8), one token enters the Petri net Ns, and 
one token enters rhe Petri net ?$&,. These two tokens are in&pendent to each other 
becacse ach token en:tegs a e Get of f&g wquenws 
of and A$,, is equal to 
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A(t) = A(f) = A for every new transition t
Fig. 11. Petri net IV”. 
(b) In the case (ix) Sj = ST (Fig. 9), several tokens eirter the Petri net Ns*. But each 
token is independent toeach other in Ns, beeause this case is similar to the case (viii). 
This could be understood by imaging the same number of copies of Ns, with the 
number of tokens entering ;n Ns,. Therefore, the set of firing sequences of Ns, is 
equal t &(Sr) -{A}. The proof of this fact is presented in detail below. 
(c) 
Proposition 5.1. For any marking Msuch that MO -& Manda! does not contain tend, 
(p(u~))+M(p(o~)) = 1 for every i. . 
Proposition 5.2. For any marking Msuch that MO +& M and cy dgles not amwin t&, 
if halds that M(p(k[))+ M(p(]k)) = 1 for every k. 
ff# By Proposition 5.1, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, transition t such &w f .8(t) = mi cm fire! 
after the firing of transition t’ such that &t’) = ci. If transition t such that &t\ = ai 
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does not fire after the firing elf t,;trnsition t’such that &‘) = oi, then transition t” such 
that A@“) = wi cannot fire. Thus if CY E T(Ns, MO, Mf), then I&-&&Y)) E L1FEiSsignal). 
By Proposition 5.2 and Fig. 10, transition t such that R(t) = ]k can fire after the firing 
of transition t’ such that &t’) = k[, and vice versa. That is, transitions t i I {t 1 R(t) = k r) 
and t’ in {t 1 R(t) = ]k} fire alternately. l3y Fig. 11, if the place pend has 2 token, then a 
token of place p(k[) is removeld. T%us if ar E T(Ns, MO, Mf), then !&(a))~ 
~,&MJ* 
5.% For the Fq:ience of Petri nets Nsl, N$, . . . , Ns, and N.g, let us define 
another sequence of Petri tile& &,, #&, . . . , &, and & as follows: Let &, (or &) 
be a Petri net which is the oame as the Petri net Nsi (or Ns, respective!y) except hat 
(1) place P(J)* p&), p(ai) and p(wi) (where k[, ]k E I’ and mi, tii E 0) are deleted, 
and 
(2) edges which are connected with them are also deleted. 
Note that the deletions of places and edges stated above will preserve the 
w&formedness of Petri nets, that is, there will not exist any places or transitions 
which either have only incoming e:dges or have only outgoing edges, except for place 
PStad. 
Let A& be a marking of fls buch that A&( pst& = 1 and &( pi) = 0 for every place pi 
(pi # pstati), and et A& be a marking of & such that A&( pend) = 1 and G&( pi) = 0 for 
every place pi (pi # pen& 
Proof. In Ns, transition t szrch that i(t) = gi, ai, k[ or ]k cannot fire if place p(gi), 
p(oi), p(k[) or p(]k ) has no tokens. EIut in &, the transition t can always fire when it is 
fir-able in Ns. 
Proposition 5.5. If Q! E T(&, A&, A&) and h ILR (b )) E &&L, Q Ssigd, thea 
Q! E TtNs, MO, Mf). 
roof. Sup?ose that CU& r’(Ns, MO, Mf) and cy E T(&, A&, A&). Then there is 8 
transition d in LY such that i(t) = mi, k[ or ]:- which is not firable in Ns. 
(1) If A( ;“) = wi, then place p(ai) has a token by Proposition 5.1. That is, transition t 
such that A(t) = ai has not fired a.fter the firing of transition t’ such that &t’) = Oi* 
Thus hn(i (a )) g iFE(Ssignad* 
(2) If i(t) = ,J (or ]Ik), thlen place p(]k) (or p(J)) has a token by Proposition 5.2. 
That is, transition t such than!: /i(t) = ]k (or J) has not fired after the firing of transition 
t’ such that &t’) = k[ (or ]& Thus h&f(cu))& L^&S~&,. 
Let us define markings nd A&, of flsj as follows: A&,( ~1,) = 1, A&, (pi) = 0 for 
every place Pi (Pi # PI,), (pa,) = 1, and ME,( pi) = 0 5or every place pi (pi f PO,). 
Then the following proposi nsl hold for N& such that the rule (ix) is not used in its 
construction. 
Proposition 5. 
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marking A& is reachable from the marking A& in &. 
marking fi such that A?(po,! = 1 is reachable from A&, then 
Proposition 5.8. If any transitions are notfirable at a markir;g fi reachable from A&, 
then a = A&,. 
Lemma 5.9. Let LPj = {A(a) 1 cx E T(Rsj, A&, n?E,)} and LFj = &E(S). Then Lpj = 
LFjfOrj=1,2,. . .,n. 
Proof. If S’ = a E C u J2 u (A >, then by the construction depicted in Fig. 1, Fig. 3 and 
Fig. 4, it follows that Lpj = (a). Thus, LFj = L,,(Sj) = {a} = Lpi. By the c:eflnition, if Sj 
is one of the forms (S,), S&,, Se + Sk, Sg*, Sg OS,, SF and J&]k, then j > g and j > h. 
So it is sufhcient to prove that, if Lpg = LF~ and LPJ, = LF~, then Lpj = LFj for each 
possible form. (This is a kind of induction.) There are seven cases. 
(1) Sj = (SJ: In this case, 
LPj = Lpg (by construction) 
= LF~ (by induction hypothesis) 
= LFj (by the definition of flow expression) 
(2) Sj = S&,: In this case, 
Lpj = {WW 1 w E Lpg and w E LPIJ (by 
== {CY~CY~ 1 al E LF~ and cy2 E LF~} (by 
=: LFfi (bjv 
(3) Sj = Ss -t- S,, : In this case, 
construction (Fig. 5)) 
induction hypothesis) 
definition) 
Lpj = (2 1 a E Lpo or Q! E LP~} (by construction (Fig. 6)) 
r= {a I a E LF~ or QI E &PI} (by induction hypothesis) 
= LFj9 (by definition) 
(4) Sj = St : In this case, 
Lpj = {a@2 s l l aI 1 cyi E LPe} (by construction (Fig. 7), Propositions 5.6, 
and 5.8) 
X{cyILy2 l * l al I ai E LFB} (by induction hypothesis) 
::: &+ (by definition; 
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(5) Si = S,OSh: In this case, 
= (~1~1~2~2 l l l x1x2 ’ l XI LFg md ’ l Yl E 1) 
(by :*I hypothesis) 
LFj. (by definitio-i) 
(6) Si = ,J&]~: In this case, 
Lpi = {k[a]k 1 a E _Cp,} (by constructior (Fig. 10)) 
= {k[a]k 1 a E &) (by induction hypothesis) 
= LFj. (by definition) 
(7) Sj = SF : §ince place pIi has a token at the initial marking A&,, either the final 
marking A&j will be &rectly reachable by the firing of transition. 47 cr transition tji 
fires and pci and pjl have a token (Fig. 9). The former case corresponds to &z”= A. 
Then it is clear that h E Lpj and A E LF~ The latter -case corresponds to Sz’(Z a 1) 
where I equals the number of firing of transition fj2 plus one which puts I tokens in 
place pile The I tokens enter the Petri net #” which corresponds to flow ezpression SR 
and exit by Propositions 5.6,5.7 and 5.8 because ach token is independent o each 
other in &. Therefore 
where a& and fib are two markings uch that A& (&) = I, a$ (pi) = 0 for eveary 
=1 place pi (pi f pip), lb&,( ~0,) = I, and fi& (pi) = 0 for every place pi (pi it PO,). since 
L Fg = i,,(sg) = {-&a) 1 a E T(&, ii&, n;i,,)} = Lpg 
by the induction hypothesis, 
If transition tj5 fires I - 1 titles after plhLe pj2 has f tokens, then transition fj6 can fire 
and after its firing place pa, has a token and other place has no token. Thus marking 
& is reachable from @sj. If transition tj6 fires before place pi2 has l tokens or when 
’ Petri nets Ii&g and &,, are r;O CL-nnected ach other, and therefore the firings of transttions in Ns, and 
&,, are independent. 
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place pj2 has two or more tokens, then marking A?kj is not reachable from marking 
A&. Therefore 
.I,pj = 5 {A(,) 1 CY E T(8&, A&, &)} u {A} 
I-1 
(Iby construction (Fig. 9)) 
(because SF = A) 
(by definition) 
Lemma 5.lQ. {&ct ) 1 a E T(&, A&, A&)} = i&‘) 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 5.9 and Fig. 11, 
Lemma 5.11. {d( ar )I ar E T(Ns, MO, Mf)} = 4,~ 19: t: i&S) and kru&) E i&S,ock 
0 &gnadl* 
. Suppose that z E &E(S) and hr&z) E L1FE(SlockOSsig&s Since z E &E(S), 
there is a firing sequence QI such that &x) = z and a! E T<!?& A&, la&) by Lemma 
5.10. Since hru&I(cY>) E &(SlockOSsignaJr 
Therefore &LY) E {&a) I a EJ T(Ns, MO, Mf)}. 
a~ E T(&, Mu, M”) by Proposition 5 S. 
” “ , Suppose that & i&S). Then there is no firing sequence Q! such that &a) = z, 
(Y E T(&, Go, &&) by Lemma 5,10, Therefore there is no *firing sequence cy such that 
$a) = z and a! E ‘~(Ns, MO, Mi) by Proposition 5.4. 
Suppose that t E &(S) and hr&t) ti l&(S~oc~OS &naj)* By Proposition 5.3 
there is no firing sequence Q such that &a) = z, cy: E T(N& MO, Mt). 
Lemma 5.lZ I’ YY E LFE(S), then w E L&N:). 
Proof. If w E L&S), then there is a string z such that h=(z) = w, z E &S) an’d 
hrun(z) E &(S,&M signal). By Lemma 5.11, there is a firing sequence Q( su#:h that 
cy E T(N& MO, Mf) and A(n) = z. Since A(+ L&N;:), w = h=(z) = h&i(a)) = 
~(4~LPN(N$)* 
Lemma 5.13. If w E L&N;), then w E L&S). 
Proof, If w E LEN, there is a firing sequence cx such that: 4y E T(Ns, MO, 
A(a) = w. By Lemma 5.11, there is a string z such that. z E i&S), z = &a) and 
hr”&) E fFE(Slock 0 Ssignal). Therefore w = II(cy) = h&i(a)) = hx(z)E LFE( 
By Lemmas 5.12 and 5.13, we have the following theorem. 
6. Main results 
have the following theorem. 
It is shown that there is a context-free language which is not contained in A& [3]. 
On the other hand, it is shown that L((abc)o) is not a context-free language [6]* 
C’csroEOary 6.2. A!?& (or A&) contains all .regular languages, and for 3?b (or C&) 
and the class of context-free languages, neither class includes the other. 
Furthermore, we have the following Corollaries 6.3 and 6.4 from (1) L&u G gb~, 
(2) %N cL5b, (3) the results on ppN [3], and (4) the decidability of Petri net 
reachability problem [5]. 
Corollary 6.3. l%e membership problem and the emptiness problem for FE’ (therefore, 
FE”) are decidable, but the inclusioat problem and the equivalence problem for FE” 
(therefore, FE’) are undecidable ingeneral. 
Corollary 6.4. Z?& (or A&) is closed under union, concatenation, intersection, 
substitution, homomorphism, GSM mapping and k-limited erasing, but is not closed 
under Kleene star and complementation. < 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper, we hzve shown that .& =&u = 2;~. This result implies that the 
so-called .*-height in flow expressiorrs makes no significant differences in the 
descriptive power while the *-height in regular expressions makes differences, and 
that O-height of 2 in flow expressions r suits in full descriptive power. It is left open 
to show whether Z?’ m and .5?b are contained in the c:lass of context-sensitive 
languages ornot. 
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